GROWING INTO BALANCE
STRATEGIC PLAN (2020–2023)
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PREFACE
Sierra Club BC is celebrating 50 years
of environmental protection work. As
we enter the next 50 years, we must
learn new ways, remember old ways and
unlearn harmful ways, to respond to
the climate emergency and ecosystem
collapse, in support of abundant, resilient
ecosystems and communities.
Our goal is to uplift grassroots-led change
in response to the climate emergency
and ecosystem collapse. To do this, we
must engage with and learn from diverse
communities and knowledge systems,
including communities that are most
impacted by the ecological challenges
we face. In particular, we are committed
to learning from the governance systems
of the Indigenous nations on whose
territories we live and work. This will
require both humility and agility, as we
change and adapt.

and economically marginalized under
the dominant system and who are most
impacted by the ecological crisis, must be
centred in order for us to transition to a
just future. This includes our children and
youth whose future is at risk.
In order to build resilience as we move
into a period of deepening climate
impacts, we must build stronger, more
respectful and more caring relationships
with one another and with all the other
beings with whom we share the land
and waters.
Together, informed by an environmental
justice framework, we are committed to
doing our best to stabilize the climate
and protect remaining ecosystems. We
will continue to cultivate gratitude and
appreciation for the living systems that
sustain all life.

We understand that the ecological
challenges we are facing are inextricably
bound up with various forms of social
inequality. We recognize that the
knowledge and leadership of those of
us who have been politically, socially
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Borrowing gifts from twelve beings
and an artist statement
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Heron (SṈE₭E) speaks to lifelong balance and graceful commitment to transformational movements.
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SECTION 2

COMMITMENT TO ADAPTIVE
PLANNING
Part of our evolution as an organization
requires us to recognize that we have
too often asserted our right to lead and
claimed to know all the answers. In our
urgency to address ecological challenges,
we neglected to address the narrowness
of our demographic of staff and
supporters. This lack of diversity resulted
in our work being informed by limited
knowledge and experiences.

We recognize that there is no single way
of approaching or enacting change, or
responding to the crisis we are facing. We
are committed to building partnerships,
learning from different points of view, and
offering support to uplift other voices, in
order to work together toward a just and
ecologically resilient future for all.

Moving forward as an organization, we
recognize that an attitude of humility
in seeking out and incorporating diverse
perspectives into our practice
is required to become truly effective in
our work to stabilize the climate and
protect ecosystems. This necessitates
a willingness to be adaptable to new
circumstances as they shift and new
understandings as they emerge.
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Seagulls (ḰENI) remind us to be adaptive, to pay
attention to changes & storms, and let go of the things that limit us.

Photo: Garth Lenz
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SECTION 3

VISION
A healthy, life-sustaining
planet, where humans
respect the dignity and
interdependence of all
living beings.

MISSION
To support people stewarding
abundant ecosystems and
a stable climate, while
building resilient, equitable
communities.

Photos: TJ Watt/Ancient Forest Alliance, Sander Jain
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Wild Man & Woman borrow us their ability to see uniquely. They demand we enter
an intercultural relationship with all beings & respectfully plan future pathways which include all.

Photo: Andrew S. Wright
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SECTION 4

“WE ALL HOPE TO MOVE GENTLY
TOGETHER IN A NEW WAY ”
OUR EVOLVING WORK TO RECOGNIZE
INDIGENOUS JURISDICTION

The following story was shared by
community member, kQwat’st’not
(Charlene George) of the tSouke peoples.
The conclusion of the story does not
represent where we are currently, but
speaks to where we are hoping to go.
kQwat’st’not has encouraged us to
consider this learning as “being the rock
that rolls into the pond (qwaa ~ sacred
water). The waves associated with this
would be the tide that gently rolls in to
cover the relatives that need refreshing…
not the turbulent storm that rushes and
re-makes the beach and beings that make
their homes in the tidal zones. We all
hope to move gently together in a
new way.”
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The canoe (SNEW̱EȽ) represents the Changer (XÁLS) because we are all in a tippy canoe together.
Eagle (QELEṈSEN) demands that we fly on a mindful path towards a transformational inclusive future.

THE CHANGER AND THE EAGLE
After walking some distance, the Changer (XÁLS) came to a different village.
He met a girl sitting down in a house. He asked her questions about sight. She
said, “My eyes. I can’t see very well.”
“All right, I’ll fix that.” He slapped each side of her face and said, “All right, take
a look out there. Look across the room.”
“Oh yes, I can see plainly now. I can see that side which I didn’t see before.
Thank you for giving good eyesight.”
“You will be the eagle,” said the Changer (XÁLS).
And the girl flew off into the sky.

For much of our history as an
organization, we have not been able
to see Indigenous law and governance
very well, and in some cases have
actively participated in disregarding
and undermining it. We are in the
process of learning to better recognize,
respect and understand Indigenous law,
particularly in relation to environmental
governance. We are grateful to our
Indigenous staff, Board members, friends,
partners, allies and advisors for helping
us along this path to transform our sight
and understanding. We recognize the
tremendous opportunity this represents
to us as an environmental organization,
to have our understanding of the land
and water, and all the beings that they

sustain, enriched by the knowledge of the
Indigenous peoples who have governed
their homelands for millennia. We will
seek to practice reciprocity within these
relationships we form, sharing our time,
knowledge and resources where wanted
and appropriate.
As an organization, we are committed
to respecting and upholding Indigenous
law and jurisdiction. We understand
that doing this will require a significant
investment of time and resources to
deepen our collective ability to recognize
and engage with it. We have begun this
journey and look forward to the new
dimensions it will bring to our work.
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SECTION 5

Within the context of respecting Indigenous jurisdiction, we will:

GOAL 1

Support and enable leadership for
climate action and resilience, with an
emphasis on communities that are most
impacted by the ecological crisis

To protect and restore ecosystems for
abundance, Sierra Club BC will measure
success based on whether, by 2023,
we have:

• Provided support for leadership
opportunities at a local level to empower
climate action and resilience

• Worked with communities to designate
significantly more of B.C. as some form
of protected or connectivity areas (with
the goal of 30% by 2030 and 50%
longer term)

• Made tangible gains toward strong
climate policies that reflect input of local
climate leaders
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Orca (KELȽOLEMEĆEN) is human’s helper in so many ways, gracefully overcoming previous
mistakes. Now it’s our turn to pay restitution to whale (and all other beings) for the harm we’ve done.

Protect ecosystems and nurture
their abundance to ensure a viable
future for all

To support and enable leadership for
climate action and resilience, Sierra
Club BC will measure success based on
whether, by 2023, we have:

• Enabled hundreds of local leaders to
build local capacity for climate action
(with the goal of 1000 local leaders
actively engaged by 2030)

Photo: Gary Sutton

GOAL 2

• Contributed to a culture of respect with
all ecosystems, including the ways that
residents of B.C. know and interact
with nature

• Meaningfully engaged with groups
representing marginalized communities
(with the goal of forming new
relationships of collaboration
and mutual support)
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SECTION 6

SECTION 6

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS
We will achieve our goals over the next
three years by focusing our work on
the interrelated strategies of education,
organizing and advocacy. Wherever
possible and when invited, we will work
with Indigenous peoples, young people,
and marginalized communities such as
migrants and newcomers, and ensure a
social justice perspective and practice is a
key focus of our work. Rural communities
will also be a focus.

EDUCATE: Build and strengthen

understanding and beliefs that affirm:
• our human interdependence with other
species and connection to nature
• the relationship between social
equality and environmental well-being
• connection between issues that matter
personally to people at the local level
and the broader climate crisis
• the continued jurisdiction of
Indigenous legal orders

ORGANIZE: Organize, engage,

and empower networks, organizations
and individuals to shift culture and to
build power to effect decision-making for
climate action, resilience, and community
self-determination.

ADVOCATE: Effect policy change

at all levels through empowering local
community advocates and doing our own
Sierra Club BC advocacy.

TACTIC 1: PLACE-BASED AND POLICY CAMPAIGNS
All of our campaigns will involve
education, community engagement
and organizing, and advocacy from
concerned residents as well as from
Sierra Club BC staff. Solutions will be
based in both science and Indigenous
worldviews, will be grounded in what
will work for communities, and will uplift
Indigenous leadership and jurisdiction.
At a high level, and within the context
of deepening our understanding of—and
respect for—Indigenous governance and
legal orders, and the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, our
campaigns will focus on:
(a) Place-based land and water
protection, including, where invited,
Indigenous-led land and marine
initiatives. Priorities will include:
• Increasing protection of old-growth
forests around the province
• Increasing public support for
Indigenous-led protected and
conserved areas

• Increasing protection for areas key for
food and fresh water as part of climate
resiliency
• Keeping fossil fuels in the ground to
protect climate and biodiversity
(b) Strengthening policies that enable
increased place-based protection
and resiliency for communities facing
increasing climate impacts.
(c) Strong climate policy, focusing on:
• Ensuring the province’s climate plan
and actions reflect the science of the
climate crisis
• Stopping increased fossil fuel
extraction wherever it occurs in B.C.
and rapidly rolling back emissions
released in B.C.
• Transforming our economy to one
based upon clean, renewable sources
of energy, a just transition for impacted
workers and families, and increasing
goals of social equality

Many of our tactics contribute to more
than one strategy. Instead of listing them
under each strategy, we have compiled
them together over the next four pages.
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Wolf (STḴA̸A̸YE) families strategize and play. They balance family and community needs.

Photo: Sierra Club BC/Wilderness Committee/Stand.Earth
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SECTION 6

SECTION 6

TACTIC 2: YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

TACTIC 3: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

(a) (Re)connect young children in grades
K-5 with nature, and connection to
Indigenous knowledge and worldviews
through schools programs and teacher
training. We will explore re-envisioning
our programs to also engage families and
community members. Through knowing
and loving a place, we are inspired to
protect it and the beings that reside in it;
thus (re)connecting families and kids with
nature is a priority and will help build local
capacity for involvement in environmental
initiatives.

(a) Relational organizing and skillbuilding, connected to our campaigns
and programs.

(b) Support middle and high school aged
youth to become effective advocates for
climate action, in recognition that they
are some of the most impacted
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by the climate crisis and some of the
most effective messengers to convince
other youth and older generations to
take action. We will recreate our existing
middle school programming, and seek
funding to develop a new program to
engage and empower high school aged
youth to speak out, through school
programs and direct support. We will also
support and encourage connection to
Indigenous knowledge and worldviews.
(c) Capacity permitting, make space and
dedicate more time and resources to
collaborating and building partnerships
within communities (community centres,
youth-centered community groups,
immigrant support organizations, religious
centres, etc.) in order to expand the reach
of our education programs and better
reach the communities most affected by
the ecological and climate crises.

Garry Oak (ĆEṈ,IȽĆ ) ecosystems have been so harmed by modern society’s
needs. We need to fix this. We need to gift an intact ecosystem to our future generations.

• Where possible and appropriate, build
power and leverage for policy change
and local sustainability initiatives, and
ground each campaign in community
engagement and organizing. We
will focus on engaging pre-existing
networked groups rather than
individuals, in order to expand
our reach.
• Engage new audiences through
listening initiatives that start from a
place of learning to better understand
their analysis and experience of
environmental issues, and then explore
opportunities for collaboration.

• Expand the Sierra Club BC list
of supporters, while ensuring its
composition better reflects B.C.’s
demography, including rural and
urban communities.
(b) Community engagement pilot
• Seek funding to launch a pilot program
for deeper engagement in 1-2
communities aimed at encouraging
involvement in local sustainability
initiatives as well as policy advocacy.

IST ~ means the action of paddling together. This reminds us of our responsibilities to
future children, and by acting or making decisions in this new way, our canoe will be less tippy.
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SECTION 6

TACTIC 4: COMMUNICATIONS
Our communications support our
youth and community engagement,
our campaigns and our fundraising.
As such, our communications will
be grounded in research and best
practices for environmental and climate
communication, and will seek to make
meaningful connections with our
audiences through storytelling.
We recognize that we must meet people
where they are at and connect with
audiences outside those who have
traditionally supported Sierra Club BC
by using language that is accessible and
relevant to those audiences. We also
recognize that our communications must
reflect the diversity of people who inhabit
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and love this place now known as British
Columbia, and the diversity of ways in
which people experience environmental
issues. In particular, we will seek to
honour and uplift Indigenous voices and
perspectives.
We will begin with listening, avoid talking
“at” people and seek to communicate in
ways that give voice to people’s lives,
concerns and stories. Ultimately, our
communications must help empower an
increasing number of individuals, leaders
and communities to successfully act to
adapt to and mitigate the climate crisis
and ecological collapse.

Ravens (SQTO) communicate so well! Historically ravens’ tricksy minds got them into
many humbling places, not unlike humans today. Communication and unique thinking are key.
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SECTION 7

ORGANIZATIONAL
TRANSFORMATION
Sierra Club BC is currently in the process
of transforming our organizational
culture in a manner consistent with our
goals of better recognizing Indigenous
law and governance and centring
environmental justice. In line with this
process:
• We are committed to emphasizing
diversity, equity and inclusion in
our staff hiring practices, retention
practices, and recruitment of our
Board of Directors. We will continue
to develop and refine our recruitment
approach and criteria to ensure the
best possible success.
• We will strive to create a welcoming
and supportive environment for new
hires and new Board members that
is inclusive and valuing of diverse
knowledge systems, cultures, and ways
of seeing.

• We will actively seek out charitable
partnerships and working relationships
with Indigenous and people of
colour-led communities, groups and
organizations.
• We will invest in educational
opportunities for both our Board of
Directors and staff to ensure that
our collective understanding of
Indigenous law and governance, as well
as other knowledge systems and life
experiences, grows and deepens.
• We will invest in creating dialogue and
mutual learning opportunities with our
supporter base to ensure that we grow
together as an organization.
• We will commit to allocating money
in each annual budget to ensure
that we can continue this work, and
appropriately compensate Indigenous
people, people of colour, and others
who share their knowledge, experience
and time to help us undergo this
transformation.

• We are committed to inviting and
incorporating staff and Board
perspectives and lived experiences into
• We are committed to paying a living
the co-design of organizational policies
wage to all staff and contractors.
and practices that support institutional
change, and create a work culture that
centres equity—where every individual
is respected and fully valued.
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Every child is a beautiful flower (SPAḴEṈ)! Seven generations past provided so well
for us, and we must do the same for future generations. We have to transform our way of being.
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SECTION 8

SECTION 9

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

CULTURE OF LEARNING AND
ACCOUNTABILITY

Sierra Club BC will strengthen our
position as a leading environmental
charity in B.C., with secure, consistent,
reliable and diverse funding sources.
With Board and staff engaged in outreach
and fundraising, we will continue to grow
our member and supporter network. To
ensure financial sustainability and that
the needs of our growing organization
are met, we will employ the following
strategies:
• We will invest in fundraising capacity
and work to secure access to new
funding sources including major,
transformational and legacy gifts.
• We will continue to prioritize building
our monthly donor base.

• We will grow our capacity to build
our network of support through
engagement with communities that are
currently under-represented among
our supporters.
• We will continue to maintain strong
relationships with foundations and
grow our staff capacity to write grants.
• We will steward our resources in a
manner which balances additional
expenditures that strengthen the
organization and our current work, with
continuing to build a financial reserve
to ensure the long-term viability of our
organization and supporter confidence
in our longevity.

• We will continue to effectively engage
with our supporter network, as well
as reach out to new audiences and
members, to deepen support for
Sierra Club BC.

Sierra Club BC is committed to having
a culture of learning and accountability.
In order to ensure that we are growing
in line with our strategic goals, we will
implement the following practices:
• Short, biannual reports against metrics,
both quantitative and qualitative
• Annual review and adjustments to plan
and goals/metrics
• Implementation of annual, multidirectional staff success assessments
• Personalized professional development
offered to each staff member
• Ongoing growth and development
opportunities for Board members

• We will strengthen our technological
systems and capacity to communicate
with our members and supporters.
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Eagle (QELEṈSEN ) demands we fly with a strong heart & long-sightedness in all that we see & do, and
see the real hidden costs. Swan (SW̱EWḴEN ) reminds us that every action and thought needs to contain grace.

Photo: Wayne Barnes/Tofino Photography
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Heron (SṈE₭E) speaks to lifelong balance and graceful commitment to
transformational movements.
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Commitment to Adaptive Planning | Page 3
Seagulls (ḰENI) remind us to be adaptive, to pay attention to
changes & storms, and let go of the things that limit us.
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Vision and Mission | Page 5

Wild Man & Woman borrow us their ability to see uniquely. They
demand we enter an intercultural relationship with all beings &
respectfully plan future pathways which include all.

SECTION 4: CHANGER AND THE EAGLE
Moving Gently Together | Page 7

The canoe (SNEW̱EȽ) represents the Changer (XÁLS) because we
are all in a tippy canoe together. Eagle (QELEṈSEN) demands that
we fly on a mindful path towards a transformational inclusive future.

SECTION 5: ORCA
Goals | Page 9

Orca (KELȽOLEMEĆEN) is human’s helper in so many ways, gracefully
overcoming previous mistakes. Now it’s our turn to pay restitution to whale
(and all other beings) for the harm we’ve done.

SECTION 6: WOLF

Strategies and Tactics | Page 11

Wolf (STḴA̸A̸YE) families strategize and play. They balance family
and community needs.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
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Artistic design as well as Indigenous concepts and thinking offered up by
kQwa’st’not ~ Charlene George (tSouke Nation) to create an image of balance,
a pathway for moving forward and an invitation to transform. kQwa’st’not worked in
collaboration with Sierra Club BC as a cultural voice in this strategic plan, guiding the work
to transform internally. Many hyjkas to all the hands and minds who helped breathe life into this plan.

STRATEGIC PLAN (2020-2023)
SECTION 6: GARRY OAK

Youth Engagement | Page 13
Garry Oak (ĆEṈ,IȽĆ) ecosystems have been so harmed by modern society’s
needs. We need to fix this. We need to gift an intact ecosystem to our
future generations.

SECTION 6: PADDLING TOGETHER

Community Engagement | Page 14

IST ~ means the action of paddling together. This reminds us of our
responsibilities to future children, and by acting or making decisions
in this new way, our canoe will be less tippy.

SECTION 6: RAVEN

Communications | Page 15
Ravens (SQTO) communicate so well! Historically ravens’ tricksy minds got
them into many humbling places, not unlike humans today. Communication
and unique thinking are key.

SECTION 7: FLOWER

Organizational Transformation | Page 17
Every child is a beautiful flower (SPAḴEṈ)! Seven generations
past provided so well for us, and we must do the same for future
generations. We have to transform our way of being.

SECTION 8: EAGLE

Development Approach | Page 19
Eagle (QELEṈSEN) demands we fly with a strong heart & long-sightedness in
all that we see & do, and see the real hidden costs.

SECTION 9: SWAN

Culture of Learning and Accountability | Page 20
Swan (SW̱EWḴEN) reminds us that every action and thought needs
to contain grace.

FURTHER LEARNING
Please visit sierraclub.bc.ca/watcherseyes to explore Seeing Through Watcher’s Eyes,
a collaborative learning tool that grounds this strategic plan in a Coast Salish Indigenous
lens by observing through the eyes of Wild Man and Wild Woman. Using SENĆOŦEN and other
Indigenous languages, it offers an invitation to see the world—what we presently have and what we
used to have—as a starting point for envisioning, planning and working together for the prosperity of all beings.
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